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ABSTRACT: Understanding how molecular conductance
depends on voltage is essential for characterizing molecular
electronics devices. We reproducibly measured current−
voltage characteristics of individual redox-active proteins
by scanning tunneling microscopy under potentiostatic
control in both tunneling and wired configurations. From
these results, transition voltage spectroscopy (TVS) data
for individual redox molecules can be calculated and
analyzed statistically, adding a new dimension to
conductance measurements. The transition voltage (TV)
is discussed in terms of the two-step electron transfer (ET)
mechanism. Azurin displays the lowest TV measured to
date (0.4 V), consistent with the previously reported
distance decay factor. This low TV may be advantageous
for fabricating and operating molecular electronic devices
for different applications. Our measurements show that
TVS is a helpful tool for single-molecule ET measurements
and suggest a mechanism for gating of ET between partner
redox proteins.

Current−bias voltage (I−V) measurements on individual
redox proteins under potentiostatic control are reported

for the first time, together with the observation of a transition
voltage (TV) that is related to the tunneling barriers of the
electron transfer (ET) process.
ET in proteins is a fundamental process in respiratory chains

and photosynthetic complexes1 and also has important
technological applications in the construction of redox sensors2

and molecular bioelectronic devices such as memories3 and logic
gates.4,5 The measurement of I−V plots is essential for electrical
characterization of devices, and in redox proteins, several
techniques and configurations have been used to that end,
ranging from protein monolayers6 and conductive force
microscopy in air7 to electrochemical scanning tunneling
microscopy (ECSTM).8,9 Recent studies have reported the
conductance of redox proteins wired between electrodes at fixed
bias using an STM break-junction approach,10,11 but to date, the
I−V characteristics of single redox proteins have never been
measured under bipotentiostatic control.
An important advance in the electronic characterization of

organic molecules has been the use of transition voltage

spectroscopy (TVS), which has been applied to organic
monolayers12,13 as well as individual nonredox molecules.14

The TV obtained with these measurements is related to the
alignment between the energy levels in the molecule and the
Fermi level of the electrodes.14−17 The TV depends on the
coupling with the electrodes (binding chemistry and contact
geometry in molecular junctions) and thus is related to the
junction conductance.14

Beyond the methodological advantages of TVS for studying
electron transport and molecular contacts at the single-molecule
level, the voltage dependence of molecular conductance is
especially relevant for understanding the mechanism of ET in
redox-active molecules, particularly in redox proteins that
exchange electrons with partner proteins in the biological
context. Here we used ECSTM to measure the I−V character-
istics of the redox protein azurin covalently bound to a Au(111)
substrate (with the partner-interacting surface facing up) in 50
mM ammonium acetate buffer (pH 4.5). The experiments were
carried out in an electrochemical cell under bipotentiostatic
control of the probe and sample electrodes versus a Ag/AgCl
(SSC) reference electrode (Figure 1a) on reduced [sample
potential (US) = −0.3 V, initial probe potential (UP) = 0.5 V] or
oxidized azurin (US = 0.2 V, initial UP = −0.4 V). I−V
measurements were carried out in either the tunneling
configuration18 (where there is no physical contact between
the STM probe and the protein) or the wired configuration10,19

[where the probe is in contact with the protein; see the
discussion below and in the Supporting Information (SI)]. We
initially focused onmeasurements in the tunneling configuration.
The sample was imaged, and the probe was positioned over a
region with a high protein surface concentration (Figure S1 in
the SI). The probe scan was stopped at a current set point of 0.5
nA, and the STM feedback was briefly turned off during the
application of a 0.5 V symmetric ramp toUP (other experimental
details are provided in the SI). A two-dimensional (2D)
histogram of 50 such I−V curves for reduced azurin (Figure
1c) displayed two distinct behaviors, one relatively linear and the
other more rectifying. The latter was not present in I−V
experiments on bare Au(111) (Figure S2) and is thus attributed
to azurin. Individual I−V curves were pooled and averaged
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according to this criterion and are presented in Figure 1d.
Inverted rectifying behavior was found in oxidized azurin (Figure
S3).
The current-rectifying behavior of azurin is in agreement with

its reported electrochemical behavior.7−9,18 AtUS =−0.3 V, most
of the molecules are in a reduced state, and efficient electron
withdrawal from the Cu+ center to a positively biased probe
occurs (positive bias branch in Figure 1d;Ubias =UP−US). AtUS
= 0.2 V, azurin is oxidized, and the most efficient process is
electron injection into the Cu2+ center from a negatively biased
probe18 (Figure S3). From the I−V characteristics, the
conductance (G) of the tunneling gap in the presence of azurin
was calculated from the relation G = I/V to be between 10−6G0
and 10−5G0 (where G0 = 2e2/h = 77 μS is the quantum of
conductance), in agreement with the reported azurin con-
ductance.10 Curves corresponding to clean Au(111) showed
behavior consistent with a simple tunneling process, in which the
I−V curve can be described by the Simmons model and a linear
dependence is expected at moderate biases (Figure S2).21 In view
of the I−V characteristics in Figure 1c and Figure S3, we used
reported procedures to identify a TV value that can be used to
describe the electrochemical potential dependence of the azurin
conductance in the context of TVS.14 Briefly, we smoothed
individual I−V curves and plotted ln(I/V2) versus 1/V (for
further details, see the SI and Figure S4). The results are shown in
Figure 2a and Figure S6c for reduced and oxidized azurin,
respectively. Solid lines correspond to individual smoothed I−V
curves, and the dashed lines show the average of the I−V curves
for a bare gold sample for comparison. The azurin spectra
displayed distributions of minima centered around 0.4 V, as
shown by the histograms in Figure 2b and Figure S6d. No
minima were found in the spectra of clean gold samples, although
a TV would be expected for tunneling with the gold surface. We

interpret this to indicate that the TV probably lies at a bias
voltage outside the range of redox potentials of the working
electrolyte. Similar results were obtained by an alternative
approach in which I−V plots were fit to the numerical version22

of the Kuznetsov−Ulstrup (KU) two-step ET model23 (see the
discussion below and in the SI).
The TV found in the azurin spectra is the first one to be

reported for a redox molecule in an electrochemical environ-
ment, and it is lower than the ones found for other single
molecules.12,14 It is on the same order as the TV reported for
porphyrin dimers measured in air.17 Although the calculation of a
TV value for azurin is useful for the sake of comparison, it cannot
be physically interpreted in the same terms as for small molecules
confined between metal electrodes that undergo coherent
electron transport.12−14 Several ET studies of redox molecules
have shown that a transition in conductance occurs when the
application of an external potential results in the alignment of the
molecular energy levels and the Fermi level of the electrodes.24,25

Indeed, the low TV value obtained for azurin suggests that the
effective barrier for tunneling through a solution is lower than the
barrier found in pure tunneling processes (i.e., tunneling through
vacuum), in agreement with experimental and theoretical works
on tunneling through an electrochemical environment.26−30 In
particular, in the context of two-step ET in a redox molecule, a
transition was predicted by theory to occur in the range where
the effective voltage in the redox center is higher than the
reorganization energy of the molecule.25

Considering the TV obtained experimentally as an expression
of the shape of the energy barrier involved in the ET process in
the system, we next sought to identify the main determinants of
the TV in the conductance of a redox protein. For that purpose,
we turned to the KU formalism for adiabatic two-step ET with
partial vibrational relaxation,25,31 which has been extensively
applied to ECSTM experiments on azurin8,32 and other redox
molecules in electrochemical environments.22 In the KU model,
the current IT is given by eq 1:
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in which κ is the electronic transmission coefficient; ρ is the
density of states in themetal near the Fermi level;ω is the nuclear

Figure 1. (a) Experimental setup. The azurin structure (PDB entry
1jzf20) is represented as a cartoon with the Cu ion shown in blue and the
solvent-accessible surface in transparent gray. Abbreviations: WE,
working electrode; RE, reference electrode; CE, counter electrode. (b)
Example of I−V recording. A triangular ramp was applied to the probe
(WE1, UP) while the feedback loop was off. The current signal (IT) was
recorded at constant sample potential (WE2,US). (c) 2D I−V histogram
showing two populations of curves in a sample of azurin on Au(111).
Parameters:US =−0.3 V (reduced azurin); initialUP = 0.5 V; current set
point = 0.5 nA; N = 50 measurements. (d) Averages of the two I−V
populations identified in (c), corresponding to azurin (red) and Au
(yellow). Gray error bars indicate standard deviations.

Figure 2. (a) TVS representation of smoothed raw-data I−V curves of
azurin forUS =−0.3 V and initial UP = 0.5 V. The dashed line shows the
average I−V curve for the Au control. The TV is the voltage where the
plot displays a minimum. (b) Histogram showing the distribution of the
minima of the plots in (a), which is centered at 0.37 ± 0.03 V.
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vibration frequency; k is Boltzmann’s constant; T is the
temperature; Ubias = UP − US is the potential difference between
probe and sample electrodes; λ is the reorganization energy; η is
the overpotential, given by η = US − UAz, where UAz is the redox
potential of an azurin molecule; and γ and ξ are two model
parameters describing the shifts inUbias and η at the redox center,
respectively. The parameters γ and ξ are related to the electronic
coupling of the molecule with the probe and substrate,
respectively.
To obtain values of the parameters for azurin, we fit the

experimental I−V curves to Pobelov and Wandlowski’s
numerical version of eq 1:22
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in which IT is expressed in nA, potentials are in V, and λ is in eV.
In this expression, typical values for ω in a liquid and ρ in a metal
were used,22 and ξ, γ, λ, and γ were left as free model parameters.
An example of the fit of an I−V curve is shown in Figure S5, and
the resulting parameter values are summarized in Table 1.
Using eq 2 with the parameters in Table 1, we simulated IT

numerically and plotted ln(IT/V
2) versus 1/V (Figures S5 and

S6). The resulting TVS plots displayed minima (corresponding
to the TV) in the same range as our experimental spectra. We
then examined how the TV depends on the different
experimentally accessible parameters (overpotential, reorganiza-
tion energy, and probe and surface couplings) and found that the
coupling with the STM probe (γ) has the strongest impact. In
particular, increasing the probe coupling from 0.1 to 1 reduced
the TV almost 10-fold (from 0.44 to 0.05 V; Figure S7c).
With these simulations in mind, we examined TVS spectra

corresponding to I−V measurements on azurin in a wired
configuration, where the STM probe is transiently bound to the
protein10 and recordings are made using the I−t method19

(Figure S8 and Table 1). Indeed, in∼50% of the I−V recordings,
a minimum was found in the negative branch that corresponded
to a very low TV (−0.06 ± 0.01 V), as predicted by the
simulations. The variability of this measurement in wired
junctions is consistent with the notion that the contact geometry
dramatically affects themeasured TV.14,15,17 This minimummust
be a reflection of the stronger coupling with the probe electrode,
which lowers the energy barrier between the levels of the STM
probe electrode and the molecule. Thus, in wired junctions, the
TV is related to the contact resistance, as commonly found for
single-molecule junctions.14 Compared with thiol-bridged
conjugated organic molecules, the ultralow TV value found for
azurin may evidence better alignment of the protein redox level
with the metal electrodes together with efficient electrical
crosstalk between the azurin metal center and the electrodes of
the junction. In the tunneling configuration, the TV is related to
the tunneling barrier developed through the liquid gap between
the molecule and the STM probe, as described by the distance
decay factor β ≈ C·TV1/2, with C = 1.05 Å−1 V−1/2 .14 This

expression yields β≈ 0.66 Å−1, in good agreement with the value
we obtained for azurin under the same experimental conditions
by current−distance electrochemical tunneling spectroscopy (β
= 0.5 ± 0.1 Å−1).18

The coupling parameters ξ and γ reported in Table 1 agree
with reported results10 and are consistent with the conditions
tested in each case: in tunneling experiments, the weak probe
coupling indicates that an asymmetric junction is established, and
the potential is dropped mainly at the protein−probe interface;
in contrast, wired junctions are more symmetric and yield
stronger probe coupling, with the voltage dropping mainly at the
contacts. The reorganization energy is very similar to reported
values.8,10,32,33 Finally, the high values obtained for κ indicate that
ET occurs near the adiabatic limit and support the common
assumption that κ = 1.22 However, this coefficient was obtained
directly by fitting individual I−V recordings and can be used to
monitor deviations from adiabaticity.
Using the results described above, we built electrochemical

energy diagrams for azurin in both the tunneling and wired

Table 1. Average Values Obtained from Fits of the Experimental I−V Curves to the Two-Step ET Model

configuration
Sample Potential
US (V/SSC)

Transition Voltage
TV (V)

Reorganization energy
λ (eV) Probe Coupling γ Substrate Coupling ξ Transmission Coefficient κ

tunneling −0.3 0.38 ± 0.18 0.56 ± 0.13 0.16 ± 0.04 0.74 ± 0.22 0.8 ± 0.3
0.2 −0.42 ± 0.08 0.60 ± 0.13 0.11 ± 0.02 0.75 ± 0.28 0.9 ± 0.2

wired 0.2 −0.06 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.40 0.92 ± 0.15 0.64 ± 0.45 0.7 ± 0.4

Figure 3. ET model. (a) Diagram of azurin between the surface and
probe electrodes in the (b) tunneling and (c) wired configurations. (b)
The effective tunneling barrier is lowered for Ubias > TV (red diagram),
resulting in a higher current than for atUbias < TV (black diagram). (c) In
the wired configuration, azurin is strongly coupled to the probe, so the
TV is low and the current is high at all values of Ubias.
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configurations as models to explain the ET between the protein
and the electrodes. Figure 3a shows azurin chemically bound to
the gold surface electrode, which is held at potential US. The
ECSTM probe is held atUP at the tunneling distance (Figure 3b)
or in contact with the protein in the wired configuration (Figure
3c). The energy diagrams correspond to the oxidized protein (US
= 0.2 V), but diagrams for the reduced state atUS =−0.3 V can be
built in a similar way. In the tunneling configuration (Figure 3b),
azurin is represented by its redox potential (UAz = 0.16 V)32 and
the parameters obtained above: λ = 0.5 V, ξ = 0.7 (strong
substrate coupling), and γ = 0.1 (weak probe coupling). At UP =
−0.1 V, |Ubias| = |UP−US| = 0.3 V is below the TV obtained in this
case (0.4 V), and the current is low (black diagram). AtUP =−0.4
V, |Ubias| is above the TV, and the current is higher through the
effectively reduced barrier (red diagram). In the wired
configuration (Figure 3c), the probe is strongly coupled to the
protein (γ = 0.9), and the low TV (0.06 V) gives rise to a high
current at practically all values of Ubias.
In summary, we have reported the first I−Vmeasurements and

TVS data for a redox protein under potentiostatic control. In the
tunneling configuration, the azurin conductance revealed a
transition with a TV value as low as 0.4 V, in agreement with
recent studies of porphyrins in air.17 The observed TV is
consistent with previously measured distance decay factors for
azurin in electrochemical environments.18 The ultralow TV
values obtained in the wired configuration show that electrode
coupling is particularly optimized in the case of single-azurin
junctions. Our measurements help in characterizing redox
proteins and understanding their performance in biological ET
chains and molecular electronic devices. Charge storage34 occurs
in the weak coupling configuration, and charge transfer is favored
with strong coupling. From a biochemical perspective, these
regimes are reminiscent of the two basic functions of azurin: to
carry and exchange charge in ET chains. We have found that the
TV is strongly regulated by the electronic coupling of the protein
with the STM probe. In this study, azurin was immobilized,
exposing the surface involved in the transient ET reactions with
partner proteins under physiological conditions. Thus, these
results suggest the intriguing possibility of gating between the
two conductance regimes by varying the electronic coupling
between the proteins, for example through the proximity of redox
centers and protein−protein recognition.35,36
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